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Abstract 

 
Abstract: Device-to-device (D2D) multicast has become a promising technology to provide 
specific services within a small geographical region with a high data rate, low delay and low 
energy consumption. However, D2D multicast communications are allowed to reuse the same 
channels with cellular uplinks and result in mutual interference in a cell. In this paper, an 
intelligent channel assignment algorithm is designed in D2D underlaid cellular networks with 
the target of maximizing network throughput. We first model the channel assignment problem 
to be a throughput maximizing problem which is NP-hard. To solve the problem in a feasible 
way, a novel channel assignment algorithm is proposed. The key idea is to find the appropriate 
cellular communications and D2D multicast groups to share a channel without causing critical 
interference, i.e., finding a channel for a D2D multicast group which generates the least 
interference to network based on current channel assignment status. In order to show the 
efficacy and effectiveness of our proposed algorithm, a novel search algorithm is proposed to 
find the near-optimal solution as the baseline for comparisons. Simulation results show that 
the proposed algorithm improves the network throughput. 
 
 
Keywords: Cellular Networks, D2D, Interference, Multicast Communication, Resource 
Management 
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1. Introduction 

Recently, content sharing based services, such as live streaming, weather forecasting, 
multi-player online games, file distribution, which broadcasting the same information to 
multiple proximate devices or user equipments (UEs) have been increasing rapidly. D2D 
multicast in cellular networks has received widely attention in future 5G networks, since it 
provides direct communications among multiple users in a small geographical region [1,2]. In 
D2D multicast cellular networks, the same packets are sent from a D2D transmitter to multiple 
nearby D2D receivers directly without forwarding to base station (BS). This allows us to save 
a considerable amount of channel resource in comparison to a dedicated channel to every 
device. 

Based on spectrum utilization, D2D communications in cellular networks can be divided 
into two categories: in-band D2D and out-band D2D [3]. For in-band D2D, D2D 
communications use the licensed spectrum of cellular network, which improves spectrum 
efficiency. However, new interference is generated within a cell [4]. Further, in-band D2D can 
work in underlay mode if D2D communications reuse the same channels as cellular 
communications or in overlay mode if D2D communications and cellular communications use 
different fractions of system channels. Although the spectrum efficient of underlaid D2D is 
higher than overlay D2D, the serious interferences generated from D2D devices to cellular 
devices and the cellular communication may be deteriorated. When compared to underlaid 
D2D, the interference scenario in overlaid cellular networks is simpler, since there is no 
interference exists between cellular devices and D2D devices and the interferences among 
D2D devices are relatively lower due to the limited transmit power. For out-band D2D, D2D 
communications utilize the unlicensed spectrum of other network, such as WiFi or Bluetooth 
and result in uncontrollable interference [5]. Moreover, D2D multicast in cellular networks 
can also be divided into categories: single-rate and multi-rate [6]. For single-rate multicast, a 
D2D transmitter sends packets to all D2D receivers at a uniform rate [7,8]. In the case of 
multi-rate multicast, the D2D receivers in a D2D multicast group (DMG) can receive packets 
from the D2D transmitter in different rates according to their channel conditions [9]. Although 
multi-rate multicast is more efficient, it is too complex and costly to implement in current 
cellular networks. 

Underlaid D2D is popular and has been researched by many scholars, since the network 
performance can be significantly improved when interference-aware channel assignment 
algorithm is proposed.  By adopting underlaid D2D multicast in cellular networks, DMGs are 
allowed to reuse the same channels as traditional cellular user equipments (CUE). It provides 
direct communication among devices within a reasonable distance, which can effectively 
improve the network performance, reduce energy consumption, relieve the traffic load of BSs 
and decrease end-to-end latency of D2D user equipments (DUEs) [10, 11]. Unfortunately, 
channel sharing among DMGs and cellular uplinks results in critical interferences in a cell and 
deteriorates QoS (Quality-of-Service) requirement of Apps [12]. BS and D2D devices may 
suffer critical interferences from nearby DUEs which even stronger than the desired signal. 
The mutual interferences among devices may decrease or even outweigh the benefits of D2D 
communications.  

In order to improve the network throughput as well as the communication reliability, QoS 
and energy saving, etc. A lot of research works have been carried out on resource management 
schemes in the past few years. Many interference mitigation approaches in D2D unicast 
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cellular network have been proposed, such as exploiting graph theory [13, 14], fraction 
frequency reuse (FFR) [15], machine learning [16], stackelberg game [17], interference 
alignment [18], etc.  

However, interference mitigation in D2D multicast network is more complex than in D2D 
unicast network [19]. For example, due to the varying communication distance and 
complicated radio environment, link conditions are significantly different in each D2D link in 
a DMG. As Fig. 1 shows, D2D transmitter sends packets to all D2D receivers at a uniform rate 
which is the smallest rate of D2D link in the DMG, i.e., the transmission rate of a DMG is 
severely limited by the worst link. Therefore, providing the optimal channel assignment in the 
presence of interference is still a challenge work. 

 

 
Fig. 1. The worst link in a DMG 

In recent year, many works treat the interference problem in D2D multicast cellular 
networks. However, they designed with different objectives or had some drawbacks. Authors 
in [20] use Poisson point process (PPP) model to analyze D2D multicast cellular network 
performance. In their work, both device mobility and network assistance features are 
considered to improve network throughput by selecting an appropriate rate for D2D links. 
However, it is not related to the channel quality of each of the links for multicast. The most 
straightforward solution to address the interference problem is power control. In [21], 
particle-swarm optimization technique is utilized to allocate appropriate transmit power to 
MSGs. In [22], a game theory based power control algorithm is proposed to achieve higher 
sum-rates at the cost of a higher amount of expended downlink power. Although power 
control based algorithms provide an efficient way to reduce the interference among UEs, the 
communication distances between DUEs are also reduced due to lower transmit power. 
Authors in [23] proposed a stackelberg game based algorithm which combines power control 
and channel assignment. In the algorithm, the BS is modeled as the seller and DUE is modeled 
as the buyer. The algorithm groups BSs and DUEs to form the seller-to-buyer pairs and leads 
to an equilibrium. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm made a reasonable 
tradeoff between D2D link rate and network throughput. However, they assume that only one 
DMG is allowed to share channel with a CUE. A group based utility improvement scheme is 
proposed for e-MBMS based multicast service in [24]. They have analyzed the utility and 
achieved a trade-off between the unicast and multicast users group size and throughput. In [25] 
and [26], social information is utilized to form DMGs. In [25], the authors integrate Software 
Defined Network (SDN) and millimeter wave into cellular networks. After that, a clustering 
algorithm for D2D multicast group is proposed to handle the massive traffic load in the 
cellular network. In [26], the authors first utilize social information to select D2D cluster head. 
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Then a D2D assisted caching strategy is proposed to share spectrum between DMGs in dense 
D2D cellular network. However, the proposed strategy cannot be applied to current networks 
directly, since network architecture need changes. In [27], a novel resource allocation scheme 
is proposed to maximize the satisfied user throughput and to maximize the number of satisfied 
users when the resources in the network are limited. In [28], a maximum weight bipartite 
matching algorithm is proposed to improve network throughput with low complex. 
Unfortunately, the algorithm only mitigates the intra-cell interferences, the inter-cell 
interference is overlooked. It cannot be applied in the network, since the number of DMGs is 
larger than CUEs. Authors in [29] propose a joint power and channel allocation algorithm 
which utilized location information of all devices. However, the locations of devices cannot be 
accurately measured in some spaces.  

In this work, a novel channel assignment algorithm with low computational complexity is 
proposed. Different from previous works, our objective is to mitigate the interference between 
communications with low computation complexity. The proposed algorithm can be applid to 
cellular networks with an arbitrary number of CUEs, channels and DMGs. In the proposed 
algorithm, we try to maximize the throughput on each channel, i.e., appropriate CUE and 
DMGs are selected to share a channel without causing critical interference among UEs. The 
main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: 

1) The channel assignment problem is modelled to be a throughput maximizing problem 
which is NP-hard. 

2) A novel channel assignment algorithm is proposed to mitigate interference and 
maximize the system throughput with low overhead and computational complexity. The key 
idea is finding an appropriate channel for a D2D multicast group which generates the least 
interference to the current network. 

3) To show the efficacy and effectiveness of our proposed algorithm and solve the 
throughput maximizing problem in an easy way, an exhaustive search algorithm is proposed to 
find the near-optimal solution as the baseline for comparisons. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the system model 
of D2D multicast cellular network. In Section 3, we convert the throughput maximizing 
problem to be a channel assignment problem. The proposed channel assignment algorithm is 
presented in detail in Section 4. Section 5 introduces an exhaustive search algorithm to find the 
near-optimal solution of the throughput maximizing problem. In Section 6, the simulation 
results is presented. Concludes is given at last. 

2. System model 
A cell of D2D multicast cellular network is considered in this paper. As Fig. 2 shows, D2D 
multicast communication links and cellular uplinks are allowed to use the same channels at the 
same time. On one hand, the more channels are unoccupied in cellular uplink when compared 
to cellular downlink. On the other hand, critical interference could be generated by BS due to 
the high transmit power of BS when DMGs share the same channels with cellular downlinks. 
A DMG contains one D2D transmitter and K D2D receivers, namely, the transmitter 
broadcasts the same packets to D2D receivers on a typical channel on the condition that D2D 
devices are close enough to meet distance constraint of D2D communication. The notations 
used in our model are summarized as shown in Table 1. 
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Fig. 2. Frame structure 

 
 

Table 1. Notation summary of system model 
 

Notation Description 
C; iC  Set of the CUE; ith CUE, (1,2,3, , )i C= K  
D ; jD  Set of the D2D DMG;  jth D2D DMG, 

(1,2,3, , )j D= K  
T
jD ; ,

R
j kD  The transmitter of D2D DMG jD ; the kth receiver 

of D2D DMG jD , (1, 2,3, , )k K= K  
CP  The transmit power of cellular device 
DP  The transmit power of D2D transmitter 

,iC BSG  Gain between iC and the BS 
T
jD BS

G  Gain between T
jD and the BS 

, R
i jC D

G  Gain between iC and R
jD  

,T R
j jD D

G  Gain between T
jD to ,

R
j kD  

,T R
j jD D

G
′  Gain between T

jD to ,
R
j kD ′  ( j j′≠ ) 

2σ  The power of thermal noise 

N ;n Set of the channels; nth channel, 
(1, 2,3, , )n N= K  

 
Two binary variables are utilized to denote occupation status on each channels, where 

, 1i nx =  indicates that iC occupies channel n and , 1j nx =  indicates that DMG jD  occupies 
channel n; , 0i nx = and , 0j nx = for otherwise. Without loss of generality, we claim that one 
cellular link and more than one DMGs can reuse a same channel. As depicted in Fig. 3, there 
are three categories of co-channel interference in our model: C2D interference, D2C 
interference and D2D interference. 

1) C2D interference: the interference at a DMG receiver caused by CUE. 
2) D2C interference: the interference at the BS caused by DMG transmitter. 
3) D2D interference: the interference at a DMG receiver caused by another DMG 

transmitter.  
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Fig. 3. Network model 

It is further assumed that non-frequency-selective channel is used. Therefore, different 
channels with same bandwidth supply a constant data rate. If channel n is assigned to Ci, the 
signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) is given by 

,
2

, ,

i

i
T
j

j

C C BS
C

i n j n D D BS
D n

P G
SINR

x x P G σ
∈ ∈

=
+∑ ∑

ND

                                              (1)   

where the suffered co-channel interference comes from DMG transmitters which reuse 
channel n. The suffered co-channel interference at a typical DMG receiver is generated by two 
parts: the interference from cellular devices and the interference from other DMG transmitters. 
The SINR at ,

R
j kD on channel n is given by 

                             
,

, ,

,

2
, , , ,, ,

,

T R
j j

j k
T R R
j j k i j k

j i

D D D
D
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′
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′∈ ≠ ∈ ∈ ∈

=
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N ND C

                             (2) 

Once the SINR is known, the transmission rate can be calculated by the Shannon capacity 
formula. 

3.  Problem formulation  
For the jth DMG, the achievable throughput is determined by the worst user who is far away 
from DMG transmitter or suffers critical interferences from near devices. Then, the SINR of 
jth DMG can be defined as: 

             }{ ,
min   ( 1, 2,..., )

j j kD DSINR SINR k K= =                                         (3)  

Based on the system model and Shannon capacity formula, the throughput of ith CUE is 
2log (1 )

iCSINR+ and the throughput of jth DMG is 2log (1 )
jDK SINR+ . Our aim is to maximize 

the system throughput which is the sum of the throughput of cellular communication and D2D 
communications. Therefore, the system throughput maximization problem can be formulated 
as follows: 
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               2 , 2 , ( , )= log (1 ) log (1 )
i j

i j

c d C i n D j n
n C D

max f SINR x K SINR x
∈ ∈ ∈

 
+ + + 

  
∑ ∑ ∑

N C D
x x                           (4) 

s.t. 
 

  C1:   , 1       Ci n i
n

x
∀ ∈

= ∀ ∈∑ C
N

                                              (5) 

  C2: , 1       j n j
n

x D
∀ ∈

= ∀ ∈∑ D
N

                                              (6) 

C3:  , 1   C
i

i n i
n C

x
∀ ∈ ∈

= ∀ ∈∑ ∑ C
N C

                                             (7) 

C4:  { }0,1 K
c

×∈x C

                                                              (8) 

C5:   { }0,1 K
d

×∈x D

                                                             (9) 

where cx , dx  are the feasible solution of problem (4) and xi,n, xj,n are elements of them. The 
constraints C1 and C2 indicate that each CUE and DMG must occupy one channel. 
Constraints C3 indicate that CUEs cannot share any channels. Our objective is maximizing the 
network throughput which is the sum throughput on each channel. Unfortunately, the problem 
is a mixed integer problem which has been proven to be NP-hard [30]. It is hard to get the 
optimal solution in real time. In order to solve the problem in an easier way, a novel channel 
assignment algorithm is proposed to make a proper trade-off between computational 
complexity and network performance. 

4.  Proposed channel assignment algorithm 
Here, the proposed channel assignment algorithm is presented, which can be used in the 
general case, i.e., more than one DMGs can share a channel with a CUE and more than one 
DMGs can share a channel. Without loss of generality, as the number of CUEs, DMGs and 
channels changes, there are three cases of channel sharing:  

Case1: + ≤C D N  
In this case, each CUE and DMG occupies different channels and no interference exists 

among devices. Note that uplinks in a cell cannot share any channels. This is because a BS 
cannot distinguish multiple signals on a channel simultaneously. ≥N C always hold, since 
admission control algorithm will reject admission requests of CUEs when channels are used 
up.  

Case 2: < +N C D  
In this case, at least one DMG reuses a channel with CUE or with other DMG. Appropriate 

pair of communication links need to be selected to share a channel.  
Case 3: 2 < +N C D  
In this case, more than one DMGs share the same channel with one CUE or share channel 

with other DMGs. For each channel, appropriate CUE and DMGs need to be selected to share 
a channel. 
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4.1  Channel assignment algorithm 
In order to solve the throughput maximization problem which is defined in (4) in an easy way, 
an alternative idea is maximizing the throughput on each channel. For this purpose, 
appropriate CUE and DMGs need to be selected to share a channel and mitigate the 
interferences among communications. nS  is used to denote the set of communications that 
share channel n for data transmission. The throughput of nS can be calculated as 

2 2log (1 ) log (1 )
n i j

i n j n

S C D
C S D S

T SINR K SINR
∈ ∈

= + + +∑ ∑
                        

 (10) 

where the first and the second term represent the throughput of CUE uplink and DMGs 
respectively. In order to minimize the interference among communications in set nS , firstly, 
the mutual interference is defined to characterize the interference relationship between two 
elements in nS . The mutual interference between Ci and DMG Dj is the sum of interference 
from T

jD  to BS and the strongest interference from Ci to ,
R
j kD , which can be expressed as  

,
, max   ( 1, 2,3,..., )T R

j i j k
i j D CD BS C D

I P G P G k K= + =                                (11) 

The mutual interference between two different DMGs Dj and jD ′ is the sum of strongest 
interference from T

jD to ,
R
j kD ′ and the strongest interference from T

jD ′ to , ( 1,2,3,..., )R
j kD k K∈ , 

that is 

, ,
, , ,

max max  ( , 1, 2,3,..., )T R T R
j j k j j k

j j D DD D D D
I P G P G k k K

′ ′ ′
′ ′= + =                             (12) 

Note that , ,i j j iI I= , , ,j j j jI I′ ′= . Thus, the sum interference suffered at jth DMG can be 
calculated as 

, ,
,

j
i n j n

D i j j j
C S D S j j

I I I
′

′
′∈ ∈ ≠

= +∑ ∑                                                (13) 

where the first and the second term represent the interference from CUE and the sum 
interference from other D2D transmitters. 

If a new DMG jD ′  is added to nS , the generated interference ,n jS DI
′
comes from two parts: 

the mutual interference between ( )i i nC C S∈  and jD ′ . The mutual interference between 
( )j j nD D S∈ and jD ′ , this can be expressed as 

, , ,    ( )
n j

j n

S D i j j j i n
D S

I I I C S
′ ′ ′

∈

= + ∈∑
                                  

   (14) 

The details of the proposed algorithm are shown in Algorithm 1. Since CUEs cannot share 
any channels, the proposed algorithm assigns channels to CUEs and DMGs separately. In the 
first step, different channels are assigned to cellular uplinks such that CUEs occupy different 
channels. The second step is assigning channels to DMGs one by one in the order that the 
suffered interferences from highest to lowest. For a typical DMG jD ′ , the best channel n′′ is the 
channel which generates the least interference ,n jS DI

′
to network according to current channel 

assignment status. If >N C , there are −N C unoccupied channels after the first step. After 
that, the algorithm will assign the unoccupied channels to DMGs until each DMG occupies a 
channel (for case 1) or no unoccupied channels left (for case 2 and case 3). This is because the 
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UEs suffer critical mutual interference always in the dense area or near to the BS, if they 
occupied the same channel with other devices, it will make critical interference and degenerate 
the system throughput. The algorithm is terminated until each DMG occupies a channel. In the 
proposed algorithm, the channel to a DMG which generates the least interference is assigned 
according to current channel assignment status, so that local optimality can be guaranteed in 
each step. 

 

Algorithm 1 Channel assignment algorithm 
Initialization: Channel Gains, ,  nS n=∅ ∀ ∈N , 

,c d = 0x x , Calculate ( )
jD jI D∀ ∈D . 

Output: ,c dx x  
1:  while C is not empty do     
2:           Random select a CUE iC ′  from set C  
3:           Random select a  channel n′  from set N  
4:          , 1i nx ′ =  
5:          \{ }iC ′=C C  
6:          { }n n iS S C′ ′ ′= ∪   
7:          \{ }n′=N N .  //assign different channels to cellular 
devices 
8:  end while 
9:  while D is not empty do 
10:    Select a DMG jD ′  from set D  where 
         arg  max

j
j

j D
D

D I′ = .  //according to (13) 

11:        For all nS  
12:              Calculate ,n jS DI

′
.    //according to (14) 

13:        End for 
14:         Find the smallest n′′ which ,arg  min 

n jS D
n

n I
′

′′ =  

15:         , 1j nx ′ ′′ =  
16:         { }n n jS S D′′ ′′ ′= ∪  
17:         \{ }jD ′=D= D . 
18: end while 

 

4.2  Realization and computational complexity analysis 
In our work, the proposed algorithm is executed by BS, which works as a centralized scheduler. 
Before executing channel assignment algorithm, the BS should collect the channel gains 
between CUE and BS, between two DUEs and between a CUE and a DUE. This mechanism is 
somewhat more demanding than that in traditional cellular networks and has been widely 
applied in the literature of D2D communications [31, 32]. For the proposed algorithm, the 
complexity of computing

jDI is ( ( ) )O K+D C D , the channel assignment for cellular uplink is
(| |)O C  and the complexity of selecting an appropriate channel to a DMG is ( )O KN D . 

Thus, the overall computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is 2( )O KN D when 
+ ≤C D N D (including case 1) and (| | (| | | |) )O K+D C D  when + >C D N D . 
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5.  Exhaustive search algorithm and near-optimal solution 
To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed channel assignment algorithm, an exhaustive 

search algorithm is presented to find a near-optimal solution of the throughput maximization 
problem which has been described in (4). Due to the NP-hard property, it is difficult to find a 
global optimal solution in real time, since it involves exponential computational complexity. 
To reduce the computational complexity, an alternative method is searching a finite number of 
different UE and DMGs combinations that share a channel with the objective of finding a 
near-optimal solution.  

In our search algorithm, an initial solution is generated at first. Then, the solution is 
iteratively improved by finding better neighboring solutions until a near-optimal solution is 
obtained. The initial solution and neighboring solution are defined as follows: 

1) Initial solution: the initial solution is obtained from random channel assignment 
algorithm, i.e., network first randomly assigning different channels to cellular communication 
links and DMGs until channels are used up. Then, channels are assigned to the remain DMGs 
randomly.  

2) Neighboring solution: based on solution x , a variant is operated as follows, which is 
called channel reassigning. We first randomly select a DMG Dj in D  and a channel n in N on 
the condition that , 0j nx = . Then, the operator changes solution x  by reassigning channel n to 
Dj, i.e., , 1j nx = and , 0 ( )j nx n n′ ′= ≠ . Then a new solution ( , )jD nx is obtained. If

( ( )) ( )jf D ,n f>x x , ( , )jD nx  can be a neighboring solution of x . The essence of finding 
neighboring solution is assigning an appropriate channel to a communication link only if it has 
ability to further improve network throughput.  

To avoid generating repeated solutions and directing the search to new different solution, 
two search labels are defined as follows: 

1) EI: an one-dimensional array, its element EI[Dj] records the earliest iteration that a new 
channel is assigned to DMG Dj ( )jD ∈D . 

2) EIC: a two-dimensional array, its element EIC[Dj,n] records the earliest iteration that 
channel n is assigned to DMG Dj ( )jD ∈D . 

A new solution is generated if and only if the number of iterations larger than EI[Dj] and 
EIC[Dj,n]. When the algorithm finds a neighboring solution, the two search labels are updated 
by adding variables T and TC, respectively.  

The details of the search algorithm are presented in Algorithm 2. The search algorithm 
starts from an initial solution which is generated by random assignment algorithm. At each 
iteration, the new solution which generated by channel reassigning is evaluated according to 
the criterion of maximizing the objective function in (4). If the new generated solution is a 
neighboring solution, it will be the starting solution in the next iteration. Otherwise, another 
new solution is generated. The algorithm is over when the number of iterations equals to tMax. 
Obviously, as the number of iterations increase, the overall interference decreases by finding 
neighboring solutions. At last, the neighbor solution converges to a near-optimal solution. 

The computational complexity of obtaining near-optimal solution increases exponentially 
with increasing in number of UEs and channels. Since a DMG can select any channel n in N , 
the overall search space is D N .The complexity of finding a new solution is O(1). The 
complexity of computing ( ( ))jf D ,nx  for a new solution ( , )jD nx  is O( D N ). Therefore, the 
computational complexity of the proposed search algorithm is O(tMax D N ). 
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Algorithm 2  Exhaustive search algorithm 

Initialization: EI[Dj] and EIC[Dj,n] to be zero for all 
jD ∈D , n∈N , ,c d = 0x x . 

Output: ,c dx x  

1:  Assign different channels to cellular devices one by 
one get xc. 
2:  An initial solution xd is generated by random channel 
assignment algorithm. // Get initial solution 
3:  for t=1 to tMax do     
4:     Random select Dj in D  and randomly select a channel 

n′  from N , when [ ]jt EI D> , [ ],  jDt EIC n> and 

, 0j nx ′ = .  
5:      get a new solution ( , )jD n′x : , 1j nx ′ = , and , 0j nx = . 
6:       if ( ( )) ( )jf D ,n f′ >x x  
7:              Replace x with ( , )jD n′x  
8:                 EI[Dj]= t+T , EIC[Dj,n]=t +TC     //update labels 
9:       end if 
10:   end for 

 

6. Simulation results and discussions 
In this section, simulation results and comparisons with other algorithms are presented. In our 
simulation setup, all CUEs and D2D transmitters are randomly distributed in a cell. The 
detailed simulation settings are summarized in Table 2. Moreover, the proposed algorithm is 
compared to three other algorithms: random channel assignment algorithm (denoted as 
Random), the proposed algorithm with random sequence with DMG (denoted as RS), 
exhaustive search algorithm (ES). The RS algorithm is the same to the proposed algorithm, the 
only difference is that RS assigns channels to DMGs in a random order of DMGs. Since the 
search space is D N , the number of iterations in ES algorithm must be large enough to get a 
near-optimal solution. Therefore, the computational complexity of ES is larger than our 
proposed algorithm. Both our proposed algorithm and RS have the same computational 
complexity.  

The fairness of rates is also compared by adopting Jain's fairness index. The fairness can be 
calculated as 
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2 2

2 2
2 2
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Table 2. Simulation parameters 
 

Parameter Value 

Path loss model 140.7+37.6log10(R) dB, R 
in km 

Number of cellular devices (C) 10 
Penetration loss 10dB 

Shadow fading 
Log-normal distribution 
with 0 mean and 8 dB of 
standard deviation 

D2D communication distance uniform distribution on 
interval (10, 20) in m 

Radius of cell coverage 200 m 
D2D transmitter power (PD) 8 dBm 
Cellular device power (PC) 8 dBm 
Noise Figure 5 dB 
Noise Power Spectral Density -174 dBm 
Traffic Model for devices Best effort Traffic 
tMax 100 000 

T uniform distribution on 
intervals [1,6) 

TC uniform distribution on 
intervals [3,6) 

 
Fig. 4 shows the system capacity that is achieved by adopting the ES algorithm with 

varying tMax when C =10, D =30 and N =15. It is obvious that the value of tMax has a 
considerable effect on the system throughput. As tMax increases, the cell throughput increases 
at first, then becomes more stable, and finally converges to a near-optimal value. When 
tMax = D N , all solution space is completely searched and we get the optimal solution.  

 
Fig. 4. Cell throughput with increasing number of tMax. 

Fig. 5 shows the cell throughput with varying number of channels under different 
algorithms when C =10 and D =30. It can be observed that as the number of channels 
increase, cell throughput increases with all algorithms but different in rate. This is because the 
probability of CUEs and DMGs sharing a channel is decreased when the number of channels 
increase. Then, the interferences between UEs can be reduced. It is also observed that the ES 
algorithm is better than the proposed algorithm and RS algorithm in terms of cell throughput. 
This is because the ES algorithm obtains a global near-optimal solution, while the proposed 
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algorithm only guarantees local optimality in each step. Note that, although the ES algorithm 
is better than the proposed algorithm in cell throughput, it cannot apply to current systems due 
to unacceptable computational complexity. 

Random algorithm has the lowest throughput due to critical interferences.  Note that, the 
same throughput is achieved under four different algorithms when N =40. Since each CUE 
and DMG occupies distinct channels and there is no interference exists in a cell.  

 
Fig. 5. Cell throughput with varying number of channels 

Fig. 6 shows the cell throughput with variable number of DMGs when C =10 and N =15. 
The result shows that when the number of DMGs increases, the cell throughput increases, but 
the rates of increment decrease. The reason is that with the number of DMG increases, more 
communication links will reuse a channel and bring new interferences in a cell on the 
condition that the number of channels is fixed. Moreover, the ES algorithm achieves the best 
cell throughput, since it obtains a near-optimal by exhaustive search. The proposed algorithm 
outperforms the RS algorithm, because the proposed algorithm forbids the DMGs which are 
near the BS to share a channel with cellular communications, then the D2C interference is 
smaller than RS algorithm. This demonstrates that the channel assignment priority of DMGs is 
important in our proposed algorithm. Since the random assignment algorithm does not 
consider interferences between UEs, the throughput is low. 
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Fig. 6. Cell throughput with varying number of DMGs. 

 
Fig. 7 presents the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the rate of CUEs and 

DMGs when C =10, D =30 and N =15, which represents the ability of interference 
mitigation. Obviously, the ES algorithm achieves the best rate distribution. This is because ES 
algorithm obtains near-optimal solution by searching the solution space, the interferences 
between UEs can be minimized. The proposed algorithm tries to minimize the interferences 
between devices when they share the same channels, i.e., the DMGs always select a channel in 
the case that least interference is generated according to the current channel assignment status. 
Thus, the rate of UEs under our proposed algorithm is lower than ES. At last, random 
assignment algorithm causes critical interferences in a cell, the rate is relatively lower than 
other algorithms. 

 
Fig. 7. CDF of UEs. 

In Fig. 8, the fairness of the four different channel sharing algorithms is compared. The ES 
algorithm achieves the best fairness among links, since the strong interferences among devices 
are mitigated. The fairness of the proposed algorithm is lower than ES algorithm and is better 
than random algorithm. This is because our proposed algorithm avoids to generate critical 
interferences between UEs according to the current channel assignment status. For random 
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algorithm, some links may suffer strong interference from near UEs and the rates varied vastly 
among UEs, leading to worst fairness. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Fairness for different algorithms 

7.  Conclusion 
In this paper, we research the channel assignment problem in D2D multicast cellular networks. 
A novel channel assignment algorithm is proposed to improve the system throughput and 
mitigate the interference between communication links. The proposed algorithm finds 
appropriate CUE and DMGs to share a channel without causing critical interference among 
UEs, i.e., selecting a channel to a D2D multicast group which generates the least interference 
according to the current channel assignment status. It is also demonstrated that the priority of 
DMGs is important in our proposed channel assignment algorithm. Moreover, a novel 
exhaustive search algorithm is proposed to show the efficacy and effectiveness of our 
proposed algorithm by searching the different UE and DMGs combinations that share a 
channel. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can improve the cell throughput. 
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